
Disclaimer 

This was put here only just incase some one is all ready doing 

these kinds of drills or ideas. 

I credit many people and material that I have read and just put 

it together into a system that works for us. 

Many of you might all ready use some of this material. We just 

put it together in a way for our kids to learn. This method I 

think will work with any offense and rules for blocking, it 

might even work for defense to. 

Please let me no if you are doing these drills or ideas and how 

they help you. 



Blocking 

Introduction. 
Please keep in mind that this material may not be new or completely unique 

but was put in a way that we could learn at maximum speed with out wasting 

time. 

Some parts required a good deal of work but I felt it would help our kids learn. 

This article is not about how to block. It is about who to block, no matter what 

system you may use. 

As I said before some or many of you may all ready use these techniques, if 

not give them a try and let me no how they work. Also please get back to me 

on any ideas you may have. 

Gcmm@myeastern.com 
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Our Team 
First just let me tell you about our team and situation. 

We are a small school in northeast connecticut.We are the 

smallest school in the state playing football. The school once 

had a great program but due to budget and other factors it went 

to rock bottom. The team did not even field a team 3 years 

ago.This is remarkable considering it won the state title in the 

small division a few years back. 

Well coming in this year as new coaches we were faced with 

many challenges. One we only had 18 upper classman,( soph-

seniors) and we had 23 freshman.We had only 5 seniors total 

and 2 had never played before. 

What to do ? 



Installing a new system 

First we had to come up with what we wanted to install for 

offense. I have all ways loved the wing-t but never had run it. 

Since I was the O/C it was my job to learn and implement the 

system. Since we did not have big,strong or even quick line man 

the wing-t seemed the choice due to blocking angles and 

misdirection. 

Then problems began. How to teach the kids the rules and who 

to block. The coaches before had the I formation, block the guy 

in front of you system. We had trouble trying to get the right 

blocks. 



Blocking 

Does this sound familiar to you. Trying to maximize practice 

time and learn rules was a daunting task. We had so much to 

cover and learn it was hard for kids to remember. Never mind 

we did not have enough kids or coaches. 

The old saying of “ if you don’t know who to block just hit 

some body “ ended up having two or even three guys hitting the 

same man, ever see a triple team ? 

Also hitting the guy in front of you ( base Blocking ) does not 

work well all the time, especially for the wing-t. 

So after much reading and thought I came up with a practice 

plan for getting maximum reps and a way for us as coaches to 

see if they were blocking the right man,. 



Problems 

We as coaches all face different problems. Ours are not unique. We just seemed 

to have all of them. We had a good tough young full back , takes 2-3 people to 

bring him down, problem was he was dyslexic and had trouble going the right 

way or remembering were to go.  

The other thing was we did not have a lot of people. Many line man had to no 

every position and not just offense. It was a lot to ask any one never mind young 

athletes. If some one needed a break or was injured we had to have some one 

there to fill his shoes 

I needed a way for the kids to learn not just on the practice field but off also. 

I no everyone has play books , but I wanted to go further in that area, plus 

giving them max reps in practice without always having to tell them what to do 

and who to block.. 

I also no that people learn differently, some are visual, auditory, etc. So I tried to 

make it as easy and different for them to learn. 

 



Blocking continued 

I think there are many teams out there who have the same 

problem. Not a lot of players,coaches and equipment. If you are 

in this situation maybe some of these things can help you to. 

We addressed our problem. 

 1. Limited upper classman ( only 18 ) 

 2. Only 2 paid coaches and one volunteer 

 3. Limited equipment. 

 

After contemplating for a long time and reading every thing I 

could I put this together. 

 



Thoughts 
First I myself hate using kids as dummies or live blocking 

bags. First we did not have enough kids and I hate having kids 

standing around to long holding hand shields etc. How do they 

get to learn? There is a time and place for that in technique 

period, not learning period. 

Worse is putting freshman in that spot, they need there own 

learning also and there is only so much time. 

As I said we had only 2 coaches and not a lot of equipment or 

players. As a coach how can we keep an eye on everyone and 

make sure they are going to there right assignment? 

More on that later. 



Getting Started 

I thank Denny Creehan for the Race Horse Idea from his books. 

Also Coach Tom Herman for his advice.  

Maximum reps  

Talk is for the room. 

This may seem like a lot of work for you but once I had 

everything in place it was much easier, we came into this team 

only a Two week before the season started. 

 

First which I’m sure many of you have is a practice plan sheet. 

We kept it basic but stuck to it. You need a plan on what you need 

to accomplish every day. 



Our practice planner  

Our planner is very basic but jets the job done. 

Each segment is 5 minutes 

I know it does not add up to 2 hours or longer but that 

is what the extra period of learning is for and you can 

add if you have to. 

Also by using the Max rep idea you can get a lot done 

in a short time, while accomplishing everything you 

need to. 

The extra period is more of a question and answer 

time. Going over things that may have been a problem. 



Practice Plan 
Day : _____________ 

 Offense / Defense 

Major Objective: ________________ 

Extra if Time : __________________ 

1 9 

2 10 

3 11 

4 12 

5 13 

6 14 

7 15 

8 16 

Break Conditioning / Extra learning 



Play books 

I no we all have play books and we are no different. I just went one step further 

and put it on CD also, knowing that kids and computers go hand and hand. This 

way I could set it up as one page per play and blocking and have variations on a 

different page. The first page would be blank with the play against a defense. 

Than the next page would be a progression and so on. It put the play in a moving 

format which they seemed to like. You can even make it automatic, but I let them 

click to move to the next slide. This gives them a chance to try to figure out where 

the block or person is going. It also helps them to see everyone's else's 

movement.This may seem like a lot of work but once you understand how easy 

power point is it really doest take long. Also once templates are set up, you just 

insert a offense formation and defense and draw. 

Setting up templates is easy and once there done you can insert them for different 

offensive and defenses. 

We also use the odd even numbering as it was easier for them, same goes for 

formations. 

 

 



Play book 

    222 Guard trap vs 5-2 

 

                                               S                            

                                                                                     SS 

                 C                                     B          B                             C 
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                                            O                       O 
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SE   down field PG gap,lead,backer,influence TB  fake sweep 

BT   block second man PT      first backer from 0 FB ball carrier 

BG   pull and trap TE    LB to cut off QB give to FB continue 

C     post left WB   fake sweep,cutoff Comments 
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Play book continued 

Each series was drawn up and done in this fashion . It really 

helped our guys in learning the plays. It is also easily added to 

or corrected once they are done. You can even print out a hard 

copy of the entire finished play etc. 

O.k first problem solved 

If anyone would like more info on how to go about making a 

play book like this please contact me.  

Gcmm@myeastern.com 
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Next problem 

The next problem was our fullback. How to help him out. That was 

easy. Remember indecision leads to hesitation and doing some thing 

wrong. What I did for him is simplistic but worked and he became a 

much more confident runner. 

If the Quarter back can have a wrist play card for us to call plays, not 

not give home a wrist play card with the series drawn up. 

Just goes in the holder on the forearm and he can look at it quickly 

to no what he is doing. He went from being hesitant to running extra 

hard. I drew up each series and that was it. 

I just drew them so he could see a quick look. It worked 



Example 
 

                          20 Series even                                   20 series odd 

                               
                              O                                                      O 
                                            O                           O          O 
 
                    O       O                                                      O        O 



Next the line 

Now on to the line and getting max reps against defenses . Again as a learning tool 

and getting rid of the players asking another player who to block or what is my rule 

I just did the same thing for them. Type up a little play card with the rule, and they 

could just check it before the play , quick and easy. There was no wasted time in 

what's my rule and it stopped in indecision 

I really don’t care if people say “ What your guys can’t remember” I’m looking to 

get the most reps I can with the least amount of wasted time, and me not having to 

constantly remind some one of there rules. 

Once they learn there rules they can take them off, but remember we were switching 

players to different positions, so we needed away to have them remember and be 

confident on who they were going to block.. 

I would much rather have them look at there play card for the rule then have no clue 

who to block. 

 

 



Continued 

Now we could just call a play , get up to the line and go, or even right at the 

line, remember we are working on learning our assignments not technique. 

 

Now the other learning tool I used was to make a quick time video/dvd of me 

explaining the rules and showing the blocks. I just did a video of me in front of 

my NEW PLAYERS ( next to Come ) . The players were able to take them 

home and view them and learn there assignments. 

Again this may seem like a lot of work for a coach to do, but isn’t it our job to 

teach them and help them learn. Remember I was using the principle that 

learning is different for everyone. By using animated play books,video and 

play cards my guys learned very quickly and with confidence. 

Isn’t that what it is all about. 



Next 

Now we needed to actually practice and get to our blocks. We only had 18 kids varsity and 

equipment was low. I needed a way for us to go to our blocks and against different defenses 

with out wasting time. We also needed to make sure everyone was going to the right place. 

First I believe in absolute alignment every time, so we went to the local fire dept and got 

used fire hose for free and made up spacing straps, with the offensive positions spaced on 

sleeves  we could put into different splits, I no that you can buy these but we also had a 

major budget problem. So these worked great. They are indispensable. 

We got three straps and put them about 15 yards apart one after another. 

We have our center out his feet on or in front of the strap in his spot. Next to get rest of the 

line to there spots and proper position for blocking we had them put there hands on the 

strap, this gets us at the proper distance to deliver a block on the second step 

We do this and use straps all the time, for every drill like this. Proper alignment is the first 

essential step in blocking. 

Now how about those players 



Players 

Next we needed players or stand ins and what we used made the 

most sense and work. It gave them a sense of a defense and go go 

from one set up to another. I’ll will explain how we set it up and 

changed as the drill went on. 

This gave us a maximum number of reps in the least amount of 

time. Everyone could go to his block full speed get into position 

while having to stay low. 

I did not take a picture back then so this is a shot of just one player. 

Now meet my team. 



33New Players and they take direction well 



Players 

I went to ocean state job ( you can go where ever you can to find the 

cheapest plastic can.) picked up 33 cans and used some old practice 

jerseys. Putting the jerseys on gave them a more personal look and 

numbers relating to positions. 

The cans being lower forced our kids to stay low to block them and 

they were big enough to be realistic. We are just trying to teach our 

rules and blocking assignments here. I no it’s not real players but for 

learning their assignment it was invaluable. 

O.K lets go. 

By using the 3 spacing straps our equipment guy( A volunteer 

student who was absolutely the best ) was able to position the 

players into different defenses and positions, EX,Eagle gap etc. 



Progression 
I gave him a stack of 4 X 5 cards with the position of the defense. He would set them up and 

we were ready to go. 

Drill time. Now we would call a play ( remember we are still using all the learning 

tools,wrist bands etc.) get to the line , the offense now sees a defense, makes any line calls 

etc, set go. To our blocks full speed. The players get to there blocks and we can see if some 

one was wrong and correct quickly. On whistle they go to the next set up ( different defense 

save look ) and make calls set go. Now why they are doing this our second team and or 

freshman are behind them running a different play so they can’t just watch there man to no 

who to block. Play, calls, set go. 

Correction quickly if needed. Whistle go to next set up and all over again. 

As they come around to the start we can call a different play vs that defense or run the same 

play, we also have the equipment person change the defense little, etc move eagle to gap and 

so on, bring a line backer up for blitz etc. 

Because we use spacing straps it is easy to place the cans, I mean players where we want 

them. We now have a way to run plays and blocking at maximum speed.We were able to 

triple the amount of plays run and very quickly, no wasted time, and instant correction. 

You can do this drill with just your line, add backs or the whole team, the possibilities are 

endless. It also does not stop there. 



We have used the new players to teach all of our blocking. 

You can set up the front 8 men and have your line working on rules , traps , pulling, any 

combination you want. 

Remember we did not have many players and I hate standing around. Using extra players 

into those positions. Every one needs to practice. 

This is also a learning period, rules , assignments etc, not a technique period or actual skill 

period. 

After this we go into blocking bags , driving bags and sleds etc. learning the proper 

techniques of blocking. 

I bet that as coaches you can come up with other drills and ideas just use your 

imagination.You can probably use it for defensive work also. 

If there is one thing we learned this year it was our rules, and who to block. 

Now into the weight room, getting stronger and quicker. 

Please drop me a line regarding our technique and ideas. I value any comments and ideas or 

criticism.We are all coaches and trying to get the most from our players. 

Thank you for your time and interest.  

Greg LaBelle 


